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1. Introduction
Control limits are ubiquitous in real world, in any application, thus taking them into
consideration is of prime importance if one aims to achieve high performance of the control
system. One can abide constraints by means of two approaches – the first case is to impose
constraints directly at the design of the controllerwhat usually leads to problemswith
obtaining explicit forms (or closed-form expressions) of control laws, apart from very simple
cases, e.g. quadratic performance indexes. The other approach is based on assuming the
system is linear and having imposed constraints on the controller output (designed for
unconstrained case – bymeans of optimisation, using Diophantine equations, etc) one has to
introduce necessary amendments to the control system because of, possibly, active
constraints (Horla, 2004a; Horla, 2007d; Öhr, 2003; Peng et al., 1998).
When internal controller states do not correspond to the actual signals present in the control
systems because of constraints, or in general – nonlinearity at controller output, then such a
situation is referred in the literature as windup phenomenon (Doná et al., 2000; Horla,
2004a; Öhr, 2003). It is obvious that due to not taking control signal constraints into account
during the controller design stage, one can expect inferior performance because of
infeasibility of computed control signals.
Many methods of anti-windup compensation are known from the single-input single-output
framework, but a few work well enough in the case of multivariable systems (Horla, 2004a;
Horla, 2004b; Horla, 2006a; Horla, 2006b; Horla, 2006c; Horla, 2007a; Horla, 2007b; Horla,
2007c; Horla, 2007d; Öhr, 2003; Peng et al., 1998; Walgama & Sternby, 1993). For
multivariable systems have additional feature – windup phenomenon is tightly connected
with directional change phenomenon in the control vector due to different implementations
of constraints, affecting in this way the direction of the computed control vector. Even for a
simple amplitude-constrained case, the constrained control vector ut may have a different
direction than a computed control vector vt. The situation is even more complicated for
amplitude and rate-constrained system, where for additional requirements, e.g. keeping
constant direction, there may be no appropriate control action to be taken (Horla, 2007d).
Source: New Approaches in Automation and Robotics, Book edited by: Harald Aschemann, ISBN 978-3-902613-26-4, pp. 392,
May 2008, I-Tech Education and Publishing, Vienna, Austria
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Apart from windup and directional change phenomena one can expect to obtain inferior
performance because of problems with (dynamic) decoupling, especially when the plant
does not have equal numbers of control signals and output signals (Albertos & Sala, 2004;
Maciejowski, 1989). In such a case, control direction corresponds not only to input principal
directions (or maximal directional gain of the transfer function matrix), but also to the
degree of decoupling, and by altering it one achieve better decoupling (though not in all
cases).
Directional change has been discussed in (Öhr, 2003; Walgama and Sternby, 1993), where
the first description of the problemwas given, connections in between anti-windup
compensation and directional change has been made. A review of multivariable antiwindup compensators has been included in (Horla, 2007b; Peng et al., 1998; Walgama &
Sternby, 1993) with basic analysis of the topic.
Windup phenomenon (thus decoupling and directional change) are tightly connected with
industrial applications are crucial when control laws are to be applied. Many papers treated
application of anti-windup compensation (AWC) in areas as motor drives, paper machine
headbox or hydraulic drives control. But they lack in understanding what is the connection
in between directional change and AWC.
To recapitulate, when control limits are taken into consideration, the presence of windup
phenomenon requires certain actions to compensate it, i.e., to retrieve the correspondence of
the internal controller states with its (vector) output. Heuristic modifications feeding back to
the controller the portion of controls changed by nonlinearity are performed by a posteriori
antiwindup compensators and a priori AWCs enable windup phenomenon avoidance (i.e., a
priori compensation) by generating feasible control actions only (Doná et al., 2000; Horla,
2006a; Horla, 2006b).
Having avoided generation of infeasible control actions one avoids windup phenomenon in
a priori manner, and implicitly eliminates windup phenomenon that would inevitably take
place had control limits not been taken into consideration first.
The chapter aims to focus on directional change issues (and, simultaneously, anti-windup
compensation) in multivariable state-feedback controller with a priori anti-windup
compensator for systems given in state-space form. The problem is presented through the
framework of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs). Imposing only amplitude constraints on the
control vector results in LMI conditions, but taking rate constraints into consideration
results in nonsymmetric matrix inequality, that is transformed into LMI by making certain
assumptions, as in (Horla, 2007a).

2. Control vector constraints and directional change
Let us suppose that amplitude constraints are imposed on the input signals of two-input
plant. Depending on the method of imposing constraints one can observe directional
change, illustrated in Fig. 1a in the case of cut-off saturation that is not present when
saturation is performed according to imposed constraints (dashed lines) with constant
direction, Fig. 1b.
The situation is more complicated when rate constraints are taken into consideration. Let
denote
denote the set of all feasible control vectors due to amplitude constraints and
the set of all feasible control vectors due to rate constraints. If
∩
≠ 0 than constrained
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input vector is feasible. The aim is to constrain the control vector so that as much of its
primal information is kept with minimum directional change (Horla, 2007c).
Let the computed control vector violate amplitude constraints and have the property that its
amplitude-constrained companion does not violate rate constraints, i.e. ut ∈
(see Fig. 2a).
The necessary condition here for control direction to be preserved is as above, for such a
case only two sets: a point (u1,t, u2,t) in the plane and
have a common part.

Fig. 1. a) direction-changing, b) direction-preserving saturation (left: control vector before
saturation, right: after saturation)
When the point on the end of direction-preserved, amplitude-constrained, computed control
do not have a common part, than it is impossible to generate feasible control
vector and
actions with both amplitude and rate constraints imposed so that direction of the computed
control vector is sustained. This is depicted in Figure 2b, where the only constrained control
∩
and ut
vector lies „as close as possible” to the computed control vector satisfies ut ∈
). When rate constraints are violated, one has to treat them either as
∈ b( ) (boundary of
secondary constraints (to be omitted) or introduce soft rate constraints instead of hard rate
constraints (Maciejowski, 1989).

3. Directional change phenomenon, an example
Let two-input two-output system be not coupled and both loops be driven by separate
controllers (with no cross-coupling). The systemoutput yt is to track reference vector
comprising two sinusoid waves, what corresponds to drawing a circular shape in the (y1, y2)
plane.
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Fig. 2. a) direction-preserved saturation, b) saturation with directional change

Fig. 3. a) unconstrained system, b) cut-off saturation, c) direction-preserving saturation
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As it can be seen in the Fig. 3a, the unconstrained system performs best, whereas in the case
of cut-off saturation imposed on both elements of control vector (Fig. 3b) the tracking
performance is poor. This is because of directional change in controls that changes
proportions between its components. In the application for, e.g., shape-cutting, performance
of the system from Fig. 3c (direction-preserving saturation) is superior. Furthermore, in
order to achieve such a performance the system must be perfectly decoupled at all times
(Horla, 2007b; Öhr, 2003).

Fig. 4. results from closed-loop system a) without AWC, b) with AWC

4. Anti-windup compensation, an example
An example action of AWC is shown in Figure 4, where for hard constraints imposed on the
control signal and pole-placement controller it is impossible to ensure tracking properties if
windup phenomenon is left uncompensated. On the other hand, by performing
compensation, the control signal is desaturated and is not prone to consecutive
resaturations, operating in a period of time in a linear zone.

5. How to understand windup phenomenon in multivariable systems –
literature remarks
The problem of windup phenomenon in multivariable systems with its connection to
directional change in controls has rarely been addressed in the literature. The only valuable
remark concerning directional change is in (Walgama and Sternby, 1993):
Solving the windup phenomenon problem does not mean that constrained control vector is of the
same direction as computed control vector.
On the other hand, avoiding directional change in control enables one to avoid windup phenomenon.
In further parts of this chapter, it will be described where the latter description holds.
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6. Considered plant model
The directional change issues are discussed for state-feedback control law that has been
derived for shifted-input u t ∈
s

and shifted-output y t ∈
s

plant in the CARMA

structure, taking into account the offset resulting from the current set-point vector for plants
without integration (in a steady-state)
(1)
represented in state-space representation for non-shifted (original) inputs and outputs:
(2)
(3)
with

(4)

(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
The aim of state-feedback controller is to track a given reference vector r t ∈

with plant

s
t

output vector y minimising certain performance index. The offset previouslymentioned:
(9)
(10)
(11)
where for plants without integral terms
(12)
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(13)

with u ∞ ∈

being the control vector value assuring tracking in steady state, i.e.
(14)

For plants comprising integral terms there is no need to shift states because u ∞ ≠ 0 holds. In
the case of m ≠ p, the control vector offset results from (14) by means of pseudoinverse.
The considered state-feedback controller enables one to constrain the part of ut which is
related to the answer of the plant to non-zero initial conditions at instant t, which
subsequently corresponds to the current values of reference vector. In other words, it
enables constraining the absolute value of the elements of u ts that are above absolute value
of u ∞ .
In order to fully analyze the directional change phenomenon interplay with AWC, rate
vector constraints Δ ut = ut − ut−1 are also to be taken into account here (Horla, 2007c; Horla,
2007a).

7. State-feedback controller
At each time instant the optimal state-feedback matrix is generated (Horla, 2006b)
(15)
assuming that r t is of constant value r, ut = Ft x t, state vector is perfectly measured and
constraints are imposed on the control vector. The set
denotes all Fs, for which the
performance index Jt is of finite value.
is performed for current values of
At each time instant the optimisation procedure of
reference vector, and at the next instant the procedure is repeated again.
The performance index
(16)
is a quadratic function and is minimised subject to Ft, with state-feedback control law
ut = Ft x t. As it has been already said, plant state is fully accessible (if not, one can perform
estimation on the basis of the separation theorem).
In order to minimise the performance index (16), its upper bound is to be found. Let the
following Lyapunov function be given
(17)
with positive definite P > 0, and V (0) = 0. Having assumed that at each time instant t holds
(18)
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which left - and right-hand side sum from t = t to t = ∞ satisfies
(19)
the performance index (16) is bounded from above with
(20)
from where using (17) one obtains
(21)
Minimisation of the quadratic form x Tt P xt, with P > 0, on the basis of Schur complement
for x Tt Px t ≤ γ is equivalent to linear matrix inequality (LMI) (Boyd et al., 1994; Boyd and
Vandenberghe, 2004)
(22)
for γ > 0 and Q = γ P−1.
Having substituted (17) into (18)
(23)
using (2), and putting ut = F xt one can write
(24)
which negative-definiteness is equivalent to
(25)
Putting P = γ Q−1 post- and pre-multiplying with QT and Q, and putting Y = FQ, the
inequality can be rewritten as
(26)
Applying the Schur complement again one obtains

(27)
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Having applied the Schur complement again, the optimal control law minimising (17) is
given as
(28)
with (time index has been omitted)
(29)
where Q > 0 and Y are solutions of
(30)
(31)

(32)

One can also take symmetrical control vector constraints into account. Let

1 ≤ i ≤ m, with ut ∈

. If there exist γ, Q, Y , satisfying (30)–(32), than there holds

and every state
with ρ = xt

P for

lies inside the invariant ellipsoid
invariant reference vector (Horla, 2007a; Horla, 2006b).

Imposing symmetrical constraints on amplitudes of elements of ut is equivalent to imposing
constraints on
(33)
or
(34)
Than imposing different constraints on each of the elements of control vector is equivalent
to LMI
(35)
Where Λ α= diag { α 12 , . . . , α

2
m

} is a diagonal matrix comprising squares of amplitude

constraints of u1, t, . . . , um, t on its diagonal.
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The amplitudes of elements of the control vector ut are constrained if the above LMI is
added to the set of LMIs (30)–(32).
The presented state-feedback control law stabilises the closed-loop system, guaranteed by
the existence of invariant ellipsoid describing V (xt) with fully known plant and constant
reference vector.
In a similar manner, one can impose rate of changes constraints. If xt ≈ xt−1 is a state-vector of
approximately constant value, or in a steady-state, than
(36)
where F t−1 is a matrix computed at previous sample and F is the sought matrix computed at
the current time instant.
As it has been stated in (Horla, 2007a), imposing symmetrical constraints on rates of
elements of ut is equivalent to imposing constraints on
(37)
where
Assuming that
constraint as

should be a symmetrical matrix.
hold, one can obtain approximate rough rate

(38)
or as LMI
(39)
is a diagonal matrix comprising squares of rate constraints
where
of u1, t, . . . , um, t on its diagonal.
The rates of elements of the control vector ut are constrained if the above LMI is added to the
set of LMIs (30)–(32).

8. Performance index, evaluation of directional change
Evaluation of control performance that is coupled with anti-windup compensation requires
following indices to be introduced:
(40)

(41)

(42)
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(43)
where (40) corresponds to mean absolute tracking error of p outputs, (42) is a mean absolute
direction change in between computed and constrained control vector, and ϕ denotes angle
measure. In the case of m = 3, ϕ corresponds to absolute angle measure (in which case there
is no need to decide its direction).

9. Plant models for simulation studies
The considered plants are taken with delay d = 1 and are cross-coupled (values of control
offset have been given for reference signals of amplitude 3, where in the case of P3 the last
amplitude of reference signal is zero):
•
P1 (m = 2, p = 2)

•

P2 (m = 3, p = 2)

•

P3 (m = 2, p = 3)

10. Simulation studies
The performed simulations present anti-windup compensation performance for three
different plants and hard constraints imposed on the components of the control vector.
There are two systems simulated and depicted in the Figure 5, namely systemwith
amplitude constraints only and with added rate constraints, clipping only a part of the rates
of changes in order to enable a comparison. From Table 1 it is visible that for this case of
system with equal number of inputs and outputs, thus possible for dynamic decouplingwith
time-varying state-feedback control law, introducing additional constraints causes
performance indices to increase (i.e. there is more windup phenomenon in the system) and,
simultaneously it causes more severe directional change.
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This is because of the fact that one-step-ahead cannot foresee future changes of reference
signals, nor can assure perfect decoupling. Since imposed constraints alter the direction of
unconstrained control vector, directional change is necessary to alter the coupling in the
system, in order to achieve better control performance.

Fig. 5. P1: a) α 1 = 1.0, α2 = 1.5, β 1 = β 2 = ∞,

www.intechopen.com

b) α1 = 1.0, α2 = 1.5, β1 = 1.7, β2 = 1.5)
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Fig. 6. P2: a) α1 = 0.8, α2 = 0.1, α3 = 0.7, β1 = β2 = β3 = ∞, b) α1 = 0.8, α2 = 0.1, α3 = 0.7, β1 = 1.5,
β2 = 0.14 , β3 = 0.6)
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Fig. 7. P3: a) α1 = 1.0, α2 = 1.5, β1 = β2 = ∞, b) α1 = 1.0, α2 = 1.5, β1 = 0.3, β2 = 0.9)
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Table 1. Performance indices: a) without, b) with rate constraints
In the case of plant with greater number of control inputs than plant outputs (P2), Figure 6,
it is visible that in comparison with P1 the directional change is more severe, because of
three components of control vector changing in time. There are more degrees or freedom
(ways in which control vector may very in time, it varies in space to be exact, instead as
previously in plane), thus it is necessary to alter its direction in order to improve
decoupling. Once again performance indexes tend to increase with rate constraints added.
For the last plant considered, P3, it is obvious that since the number of control inputs is
deficient in comparison with plant outputs, direction of control vector corresponds to good
tracking performance, thus having introduced rate constraints it should not be altered
excessively. By comparison of directional change indices and performance indices for P3 it is
visible that by introducing rate constraints one can avoid bumps in control signals, what
leads to better tracking.

11. Concluding remarks
Solving the windup phenomenon problem does not have to mean that constrained control
vector is of the same direction as computed control vector if cross-coupling is present in the
control system. The presented state-feedback control law by avoiding generation of
infeasible control actions compensated windup phenomenon in a priori manner, though as
it can be seen, directional change is present in the system in order to assure better
decoupling.
On the other hand, avoiding directional change in control enables one to avoid windup
phenomenon if and only in the plant is perfectly decoupled or is not coupled at all. The
latter due to the constraints is hardly ever met, and if the application of some control law
does no require to preserve direction of control vector (what might correspond to, e.g.,
keeping proportions in between control signals), one should allow directional change to take
place. This will both improve anti-windup compensation performance and plant
decoupling.
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